Soergel, D.: An automated encyclopedia -a solution of the information problem? (Pt.l, Sect. 1-4) In: Intern. Classificat. 4 (1977) No. 1, p. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Due to redundancy and lack of specific access, in formation transfer through the literature is costly in time to the user; it is also costly to the author who must repeat much context information before coming to his new contribution. A non-redundant data store or automated encyclopedia could alleviate these problems. The structure of such a data store and procedures for its creation from the literature by controlled removal of redundancy are described. However, an automated encyclopedia would create problems of its own. Its structure would be enormously complex and it would be very expensive to establish. Its acceptance by users and authors is by no means a given. Pilot projects in high-use areas such as medicine and drugs, or statistical methods, and in numerical data compilation are suggested to test the feasibility of an auto mated encyclopedia and determine a realistic scope for it.
(Author) 5 .2.1 The principles of collocation of information and controlled redundancy removal 5.2.2 Procedure for processing one document for inclusion of its data elements into the data store 6. Problems arising in removing redundancy and establishing the logical structure of the data store 6.1 Keeping track of the sources 6.2 What constitutes a data element? 6.3 Data element "modes" 6.4 Editing sections of text expressing a data element 6.5 Terminological standards 6.6 Sameness of meaning and data element variants 6.6.1 General discussion of the determination of same ness of meaning 6.6.2 Preliminary list of possible relationships between natural language representations of data elements 6. Fig. 1 shows a model of the formal information transfer system. AV present 'emphasis in the formal information transfer system is on the left half of the diagram, that is, information transfer through literature. Reference storage and retrieval systems provide the researcher with references to documents, either through SDI or through answering retrospective search requests. The researcher then obtains the documents themselves from the same or another institution. The right half of the diagram is much less developed. There are a few data stores (information analysis centers; social science data archives in limited way) and data publications, but they are almost exclusively concerned with numerical data. Moreover, the data to be incorporated are taken from the literature and there are no direct contributions to the data store. Note that the term "data" is used in a broad sense, to include not only empirical data, but also theorems, hypotheses, speculations, methods, etc. However, retrieval and dissemination of references and documents so only half of the problems of the researcher facing t ^ literature, and probably the less difficult ones. This | aptly put by Bohnert and Kochen als follows:
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Fig, 1: The Formal information transfer system
"Most of the 'information crisis' literature stresses the difficulty of access to the growing flood of technical literature. But the problem that more often confronts the researcher is that of absorbing the mountain of material already accessible. An increase in accessibility without a corresponding increase in human assimilation rate will be self-defeating. Short of discovering a harmless superbenzedrine, the only way such a thing can be done is by making better use of the natural rate. At present this natural rate is wastefully expended, not only in literature search (the target of most current documentation efforts), but also in wading through series of "self-contained/' hence highly overlapping but terminologically idiosyncratic, articles in order to build a consistent, single picture of the state of development in a given field. Often one needs to know only a central idea, result, theorem, or the methods employed, with bibliographical information for later reference, but finds that a short course in unneeded detail is required to get to it." (Bohnert et al 1963. 10, p. 269) We can analyse this problem into its components: having obtained all relevant documents the researcher still faces the following problems:
(1) Scatter -In order to assemble the information necessary for the solution of a problem, it is often necessary to put together bits and pieces from a large number °f documents, each of which contains much information not relevant to the problem. ror example, one paper may have raised a question, another paper may have formulated a hypothesis, a third reports on an empirical study that, among other confirms the hypothesis, but the actual empirical data of that study appear in an unpublished report, and then appears a fourth paper reporting on an empirical study and concluding that the hypothesis should be rejected.
(2) Redundancy-The same information element is repeated in many documents. (This is partly a consequence of scatter.) (3) Lack of specific access-In order to retrieve individual data elements, one has to look through much irrelevant stuff.
(4) Lack of needed detail -Details of data collection procedures, experimental apparatus, and data collected are often omitted from published documents.
(5) Lack of coherent framework -By use of a coherent framework it is often possible to present the same information in a much shorter and more easily comprehensible way. For example, a law in physics enables one to represent a huge mass of empirical data by that law and a small number of base data. In other fields, such as meteorology or in most of the social sciences, the situation is more difficult, but still a reduction in the amount of data being stored could be achieved.
(6) Time lag -It takes a long time for new data to be published in journals, let alone textbooks or hand books. Partly this is due to the simple fact that it takes time to prepare a publication, and partly to the fact that new editions of textbooks or handbooks can only be issued in fairly large intervals.
(7) There is much had material -Objective criteria for evaluation must be developed and applied consistentIy.
In brief, accessibility of information is low. Furthermore, information density is low, i.e., the number of characters used to represent information in the present system is much higher than would be necessary in an ideal system, resulting in higher costs for storage, transfer, and assimilation of information. It follows that one key element in any proposal to improve the information transfer system must he the removal of redundancy.
A solution: the automated encyclopedia
In order to solve these problems, Bohnert and Kochen have suggested the creation of an automated encyclopedia:
"At such times, one thinks fondly of the occasions when a quick look-up in an encyclopedia or handbook has yielded an authoritative summary, but reflects with resignation that encyclopedias are necessarily limited in size, directed to the general reader rather than the researcher, and usually more than ten years out of date. So they have been. The computer revolution, however, can change all that. In fact, a reexamination of the encyclopedia concept in the light of current technology suggests that it may serve as the basic concept for a new system of scientific communication, taking in and integrating the latest advances, giving out what information is required, not only as much but also as little, tutorial or technical, elementary or advanced. Since technology offers remote access, it follows that location, and hence size, need no longer be limitations. The master encyclopedia need exist at only one center. It should have a word content equal to thousands of volumes, though of course it need have no resemblance to book form. Technology offers a broad variety of access and storage modes, so that less frequently used, or less valuable, records could be stored more cheaply at the cost of slower access.
The master encyclopedia, then, would be an integrated system of storage systems, discs, tapes, cores, cards, microforms. It would contain not only summaries, but articles on many levels of detail, maps, diagrams, tables, and finally the masses of basic data of science, law, business, medicine and government. It could approach, ultimately, a representation of the total state of knowledge, rather than provide a reference summary only." ' "Obsolescence, the chronic defect of encyclopedias in the past, can be overcome once the basic text to be updated exists only in one location and not in printed form. A form of change which permits any number of insertions and deletions yet can serve as the master program for the printing of inexpensive condensations is within the technological horizon ..." (Bohnert et al 1963. 10, p. 269) To the degree that such a plan would be implemented, the information transfer system would change, and emphasis would shift to the right half of the diagram. All the problems mentioned above would be eliminated and thus the information contained in the automated encyclopedia could be obtained much more easily, either from a printed extract or through on-line access to the master file. It is interesting to note that, by overcoming the shortcomings of information transfer through the literature, an automated encyclopedia could take on many of the functions now performed through informal information transfer.
In case a question cannot be answered from the automated encyclopedia, two possibilities are open: either the data are transferred from the literature to the automated encyclopedia and the question is answered then, or the user is referred to the literature. Ideally, each question should be directed to the automated encyclopedia first; only if it cannot be answered from the data available there should the user be referred to the appropriate references or to the reference storage and retrieval system. However, at the beginning the automated ene)'~ clopedia will be small and there may be questions which clearly can only be answered by references; in this case, the question might be directed immediately to the store of references. As to the contribution scientists and others have to make, they would no longer be in the form of publications but in the form of direct contributions to the data store, thus eliminating redundancy from the outset.
A partial solution would be a "computer-program system to facilitate the study of technical documents" (Bobrow et al. 1966.10). Such a system assumes that the full text of documents is accessible in machine-readable form; it would retrieve text segments, relevant to a To the extent that such retrieval based on natural language is feasible such a system would solve the problem of specific access. It would not solve the problem of redundancy.
The remainder of this article will be devoted to a more detailed explanation of the idea of an automated encyclopedia and its feasibility. The reasons for the present state of affairs will be discussed first because this discussion will shed light on the problems to be solved in establishing an automated encyclopedia.
Reasons that lead to redundancy in publications in
the present system
The same data elements are repeated in different documents for any one of the reasons given in the following. With each of these reasons an indication is given how the creation of redundancy would be avoided in an information transfer system revolving around an automated encyclopedia.
(1) The author of a document did not know that a data element is already contained in another document (be it an element of empirical data or an idea that the author assumed to be new).
With the automated encyclopedia the author would either have found out that the data element existed already or he would be so notified at the time he makes his direct contribution.
(2) New data presented in a document cannot be understood without a context of data that have already been published. Frequently, the data forming this con text are scattered over numerous documents and/or formulated in another terminology or for other reasons difficult to access for the reader of the document in question. In this case a repetition of data is unavoidable in the present system in order to spare the reader considerable inconvenience. Note, however, that different readers with different backgrounds have different requirements as to the back ground data presented. Thus many, if not most, readers will find some of the context data superfluous and annoyingly repetitious, whereas they will find other context data missing.
With the automated encyclopedia the author would simply mention the context knowledge necessary to understand his contribution and each reader could then get just the context knowledge he needs from the auto mated encyclopedia in a presentation best suited to his background. The author has to formulate only his own new contribution.
(3) An author wants to present empirical data or ideas that have already been published from another viewpoint. This is of particular importance in the social sciences.
In this case, different presentations of the same data are necessary. However, the user would be made aware of the fact that they are different presentations and that they deal with basically the same data.
(4) Data are repeated to reach different groups of readers. Examples are -A scientist describes a discovery both for a scholarly journal and for a popular science journal. In all these cases repetition is useful, and in the present system necessary, for the dissemination of information, primarily the current awareness function. However, for storage and retrospective searching, repetition of information has all the disadvantages discussed in Section 1.1. The basic difficulty is that dissemination of information on the one hand and storage an the other pose different requirements. If, as in the present system, the same documents serve both purposes (if sometimes in varying degrees), difficulties are bound to arise.
With the automated encyclopedia, redundant documents for dissemination purposes would still be produced. However, each data element could be traced back to the non-redundant data store. For example, somebody having read a textbook on 'Statistics for Psychologists' and wanting to broaden coverage to sociology applications does not need to go through a textbook 'Statistics for Sociologists' in its entirety, which would be terribly repetitious. Rather, he would simply go the non-redundant data store and ask for those relevant data elements that are not contained in the textbook he has read already.
(5) Status in the scientific community and career opportunities are still highly correlated with the number of publications by an author. This induces many authors to write much and to publish the same data at many different places. Many useless publications result which have only the effect of making access to relevant data more difficult. (The impact of the automated encyclopedia on this problem is beyond the scope of our discussion here.)
Use of an automated encyclopedia. Its role in information transfer
In its ideal form an automated encyclopedia would be a data storage and retrieval system based on a non-redundant store of all human knowledge. The uses of such a system, discussed in this section, would revolutionize information transfer. The structure of such a system, discussed in Section 4, must be designed to support these uses.
3.1 Selective dissemination of data Selective dissemination could be provided, not as is done now by sending references to documents but by sending relevant data. Each user would receive at regular intervals (e.g., once a week) a compilation of data correspondg to Ms interest profile and his background knowledge. Ihe elements contained in such a compilation may be of widely varying nature, from the treatment of larger conte xts similar to conventional articles to short segments conveying an isolated data element of interest.
Retrospective retrieval of data
In answering a request, the system could be much more specific and adapted to the user's background than any publication. In this respect, the automated encyclopedia would have the same advantages as informal communication. To achieve this, the system would interact with the user in answering a request. In its simplest form the process could be as follows:
The system would retrieve a data element or set of data elements answering the request (the answer set).
Next, it would present to the user a list of the background knowledge necessary to understand the answer and ask what items of the list he already knows and what items he does not know, (This entails questions on the user's background in general and questions on specific prerequisites for understanding or using the answers.) The system would then add to the answer set the necessary context data missing from the user's background. At this point, the data elements in the answer set are in the internal representation of the system. They must now be translated into an external representation that can be understood by the particular user. This external representation can take the form of natural language discourse, mathematical formulae, tables, etc. The external representation may vary from one user to the next according to background and cognitive style. The result is a representation that is appropriate for the information needs of the user on the one hand and to his background knowledge on the other. It is also possible to arrange for the system to keep a record for each user listing his background knowledge, both general (according to education) and special (e.g., through a continuously updated listing of the requests put in by that user and the answers given for these requests). (Of course, these records would not be accessible for other users.) The system would then be in a position to deliver immediately the answer in the right form, together with the necessary background information, without first asking the user.
Often much more complex interactions will be necessary to match the information needs of the user. Of particular interest are methods of computer-assisted instruction.. .(After, -all-, -education -is--a-form-••of information---transfer.)
Types of requests
The system must be capable of dealing with two kinds of questions:
(1) Questions for specific data elements. Among these one can distinguish closed questions having one specific answer (e.g., Who was the foreign minister of India in 1955?) or open-ended, requiring several data elements as answers (e.g., What considerations are important in formulating provisions for international inspection in the nuclear non-proliferation treaty?).
(2) Questions for general orientation or in-depth study in an entire field or topic.
This classification of questions corresponds roughly to Kochen's distinction between (1) information dispensing systems and (2) encyclopedic, or tutorial, information systems. The different requirements are highlighted in the following quotation: "More generally, this system, with its variety of access-currency-detail trade-offs, should provide the effect of a variablen. Classificat. 4 (1977) No. 1 Soergei -Automated encyclopedia focus, or "zoomar" lens on reality, from the big picture to the ultra-microscopic. Beginning with the briefest summaries, the researcher should be able to follow down more and more detailed or advanced discussions, culminating, when desired, in the most basic data available to society: laboratory reports, patents, case histories and the like. It should also permit him to study his way into disciplines, indicating prerequisites, suggesting a course of study, perhaps through teaching machine consoles, providing detailed instructions." (Bohnert et al. 1963.10, p. 269.) In the context of an automated encyclopedia specific questions are probably easier to handle than general orientation questions. Another important distinction arises in those cases where information is sought specifically to solve a problem: (1) Questions where the user knows (or thinks he knows) what data will be useful for solving the problem, and asks for these data. (2) Questions where the user simply states the problem and expects the system to come up with data useful for solving the problem. In either case, the answer might be of the specific type or the general orientation type, or a mix of both.
Data analysis and inference
Often the answer to a specific question is not contained in the system explicitly but can be derived from the data stored by suitable data processing and inference techniques. An automated encyclopedia system must thus have sophisticated data analysis and inference capabilities which are invoked either automatically in the course of a search or through the user.
Forms of output
In the pure form of selective dissemination from the automated encyclopedia, each individual user would have printed a tailor-made data compilation in regular intervals on his terminal, or printed on a high-speed printer and sent by mail Alternatively, the user could periodically sit down at a terminal and request an overview of data falling in his interest profile that have accrued since his last current awareness terminal session. He could then probe in more detail points of interest and request hard copy where appropriate.
Individual SDI is expensive. Clusters of users can be ' detected' based on the-interest profiles-) one data compilation can be printed and a copy sent to each member of the cluster. This would in effect be a low circulation highspecialty journal reflecting user needs. A combination of cluster SDI and individual SDI is also possible.
In retrospective searching it would be expensive to deal with all requests in an on-line mode. One could print texts and handbooks for study and desk reference, "Finally one could print general extracts in different degrees of condensation (e.g., varying from one volume to thirty volumes) which would take the role of the present universal encyclopedias." (Bohnert et al. 1963, 10, p. 269.) All of these extracts could be tailor-made for specific audiences and easily updated at regular intervals, especially if they are printed on cheap paper. Only if a request could not be easily answered through one of these printed tools would the central store be accessed on-line.
3.6 Contributing data to the store An automated encyclopedia would not only make it much easier to find information, it would also make it easier to contribute information. This aspect will be discussed in Section 5. In many interactions users will both contribute information to the system and receive information from the system. 4 . Structure of an automated encyclopedia 4.1 Logical structure of the data store This section gives a general introduction. Some specific problems will be discussed in Section 6.
Representation of data elements
Individual data elements would most likely have a basic representation in the index language of the system. This representation serves for retrieval and processing. In some cases it will be possible to use one of several standard patterns to translate the internal representation into an external one (text, formulae, tables). Otherwise, one or more external representations must also be stored. If sameness-of-meaning of two natural language statements is difficult to determine, both statements may have to be stored, A set of data elements that together provide introduction to a topic or other coherent context are more difficult to handle. It will probably be necessary to store a coherent natural language text for the entire set. However, to the extent possible the representation of the data elements in natural language must be formulated in such a way that they can be put together to represent larger contexts (modular design). It should be possible to achieve different degrees of detail and/or transmission of necessary background knowledge by elimination or addition of appropriate paragraphs. Very often, it will be necessary to have different natural language representations of the same data elemnt (e.g. popular and scientific representation, "physics for students of medicine," etc).
The internal representation of data elements should be in a form that achieves high density of information. One might, for example, present all data on loans to developing countries published in The New York Times in the form of a table without losing information. This representation would need much less space than the whole of the corresponding entries in The New York Times, Often it will be necessary to introduce context-dependency to achieve high density of information. To give a very simple example; in reporting results from information needs studies for chemists in academic institutions, it would be a waste of space to prefix every result by "For chemists in academic institutions, ..." Rather, this should be a general prefix for the whole set of data elements.
4.L2 Data reduction through generalization
It is often possible to represent large numbers of empirical data adequately through more or less generalized statements or laws, possibly adding a few empirical base data (this is possible, for example, for many empirical data in physics). This offers obvious savings in storage space. These must be weighed against the costs of deriving specific data when they are needed. (These costs are, in turn, dependent on available data processing technology. The obsolescence of huge volumes of function tables due to the capabilities of pocket calculators is a case in point.) The generalizations arrived at in the pro-cess of reducing data may be more useful than the raw empirical data themselves. A related approach is the usseof formal similarities to represent data elements more succinctly. Especially, one should try to find formal schemes that may be used for the more transparent presentation of different empirical contents and which would lead thereby to a "formal unification of knowledge".
One could sum up these considerations by saying that theory building has a thorough impact on the amount of data to be stored and transferred. It is claimed here that a systematically organized data store would facilitate theory building. This, in turn, could lead to the systematic formulation of hypotheses and the testing of these hypotheses. In other words, a systematization of the present knowledge could lead to a systematization of the acquisition of new knowledge.
The importance of these considerations for education cannot be overemphasized.
Context indexing of data elements
(1) With each data element or, more precisely, with each representation of that data element, the background knowledge necessary to understand that data element in that representation must be indicated. This will establish a prerequisite structure. Such a prerequisite structure is particularly important in education, for example, in the development of curricula. This can be refined by indicating degree of difficulty, cognitive style for which a particular representation is suited, and similar information to be considered in finding the optimal presentation for a given use.
(2) Individual data elements referring to historical events can often be understood only by considering the role of these events in a complex network of historical processes. Therefore, for each event pointers should be given to earlier events that had an effect on contemporary events that are related to, and later events that were affected by, the event being indexed. The user should be able to ask for this context, possibly in form of a graphical display linking the events.
Reliability indexing
For each data element, the degree of reliability should be determined or at least the information necessary to estimate the degree of reliability should be given. The source indication may serve this purpose if the sources have been subjected to an objective evaluation. A reasonable scale of degrees of reliability of statements might be as follows:
Generally accepted as valid Probably Possibly Probably not Generally accepted as not valid A similar scale can be established to indicate the degree of accuracy of numerical values.
Indexing of potential uses/applications
Each data element should be indexed by its potential uses applications, problems that might be solved better by using the data element sets. This type of indexing w ill make problem-oriented retrieval possible.
Source indications
For each and every data element all sources are indicated precisely, so that it is possible to go back to the original sources whenever this is felt advisable, or even to reconstruct the original sources from representation in the automated encyclopedia. (Compare section 5 Building and updating the data store.) 4.2 Remarks on physical storage organizations A further aspect of the organization of an automated encyclopedia-very important for the practical implementation of the idea-is the introduction of a hierarchy of stores. Two aspects must be considered in this connection :
(a) Information which is needed frequently is stored in storage devices with fast access; information which is needed seldom is stored in slow access storage devices.
(b) Information which is frequently to be modified is stored in storage devices in which modifications are eas}' to perform, whereas information which is fixed once and for all can be stored in non-modifiable storage devices.
The costs for a storage device increase as the access time decreases and as the ease with which modification can be performed increases.
The completely processed original documents would be kept, too, so that one could always go back to them. They would be kept in storage devices lowest in the hierarchy (e.g. microfilm or read-only mass storage devices). (Sections 5-10 in the forthcoming issue 77-2).
Notes (Sections 1-4)
Notes axe given by section number 1. General references on the idea of an automated encyclopedia, or, more general, a universal encyclopedia not necessarily using computers. 
